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AUTOMATIC REAL TIME DATA QUALITY ANALYSIS

MERWIN W. WILLIARD
Symetrics Engineering
Satellite Beach, Florida

Summary    This paper deals with methods of detecting and displaying the quality of
received telemetry data automatically and in real time. The most commonly used forms
of telemetry multiplexing are considered in detail-with reference to application of the
techniques to other similar forms of multiplexing. This paper is a result of a study -and
hardware development which resulted in equipment now at Cape Kennedy and capable
of detecting and displaying bit error rate on PCM telemetry, percentage of channel error
on PAM and PDM telemetry and signal-to-noise ratio on FM/FM telemetry.

The discussion -is oriented toward the theory of operation and techniques for automatic
real time data quality analysis rather than toward the hardware. Methods of detecting and
displaying the various data quality indicators is emphasized resulting in conclusions that
in many instances relatively reliable data quality indications are possible in real time, but
it must be realized that any indication of quality represents a review of conditions of the
received signal over some finite averaging interval and thus no measurement can ever
provide instantaneous quality indications.

Introduction    This paper was generated as a result of a combined study and hardware
development contract with the Air Force at the Air Force Eastern Test Range. The
problem was that Range Safety makes use of some Telemetry Data for critical real time
decisions and wanted some indication of the quality of the data they were receiving from
the telemetry facilities. The study was to consider the various commonly used telemetry
equipment and attempt to determine what direct information could be obtained from the
signals, which directly or indirectly provided some measure of the quality of the data
being received. A study report was followed by a Preliminary System Design Report, a
Final System Design Report and ultimately a Quality Monitoring Console installed at
Telemetry Building #2 at Cape Kennedy. The system has been connected into various
equipments it will monitor and has been checked out. However, to date personnel and/or
money have not been available to perform an evaluation of the results obtained from the
system.

In the study phase, the typical equipment and methods of interconnection within the
telemetry building was determined by direct discussions with operating personnel. Each



equipment was studied :to determine the nature of the input and output signals, and also
all possible signals within the equipment which might be monitored to obtain indication
of data quality.

The Telemetry Data Modulation schemes considered in detail included FM/FM,
PAM/FM/FM, PDM/FM/FM and PCM/FM. These represent the most commonly used
forms, but are also representative of the two major classes of telemetering multiple
measurements, namely frequency division and time division multiplexing. Most of what
is said in this paper will be applicable to one or the other of these major classes.

Typical Ground Equipment Configurations    Figure 1 represents a typical
interconnection of equipment. In receiving FM/FM telemetry an Auto Tracking Antenna
System is used in conjunction with one or more steerable antennas. The two signals are
independently preamplified and connected through multicouplers to separate banks of
receivers, which feed their video output to combiners. At AFETR, short range, low
elevation aspects of aiming the antennas frequently produce multipath reception which
destroys the useful reception on one antenna while not effecting the other. The
combiners sample the video spectrum between 45 Kc or 100 Kc and the upper limit of
bandwidth of the receiver output, and use it as an indication of S/N ratio for each RF
input. The combiners mix the signals in proportion to their relative S/N ratio. In this
manner, the combiner passes the best quality data from one or more of the input
channels.

From the combiners, video is distributed to the decommutation equipment. In FM/FM,
this equipment is banks of subcarrier discriminators. The output of these are individual
analog data channels.

Most present use of PAM and PDM telemetry involves inclusion of the pulse data on
subcarriers of an FM/FM system. Thus the only difference is additional decommutation
equipment at the output of a discriminator.

PCM/FM usually covers a wider information bandwidth than FM/FM. At AFETR,
different receivers specifically designed for PCM are used. Since PCM video contains a
continuous spectrum the combining technique used for FM/FM cannot be used. Thus,
the output of a single receiver is used to feed a PCM decommutation station.

Consideration of Available Signals    Much consideration was given to signals
available in the vicinity of the antennas and multicouplers. All that is available is signals
relating to the tracking accuracy or control of automatic tracking antennas. Since these
signals are produced for any RF carrier in a complete Telemetry RF band they were
considered too remote to impart much information.



The meters commonly available on most telemetry receivers are worthy of serious
considerations. Particularly since signal strength is often recorded with data and referred
to by data users. The signal strength simply represents the level of automatic gain control
in the RF stages of the receiver. As far as a definite and unique indication of quality is
concerned, it indicates only that there is RF energy being received in the band to which
the receiver is tuned. Whether or not it is the proper carrier or contains the desired data
cannot be implied by this.

The output video signal level of FM telemetry receivers usually increase with the
absence of an input carrier, since without carrier the quieting of the receiver is not
operating. The other meters relate to proper tuning of the receiver.

When combiners are used in FM/FM telemetry reception, they have proven their ability
to suppress signals distorted by multipath. They also nullify the significance of
individual receiver signal strength outputs since they choose to pass the signal from the
receivers with the least noise in the video frequency spectrum above the data. A fail safe
circuit detects when total input signal (signal plus noise) drops to a negligible level and
inhibits that input from predominating in the output.

Discriminators are used to decommutate and demodulate each channel of a frequency
division multiplex signal. Each unit contains a bandpass filter, modulation detector and
output low pass filters. Unlike time division multiplex type signals which contain
intentionally inserted “fixed” information in the form of sync pulses, there is nothing
fixed in the FM/FM composite except some frequency spectrum limits. Thus, data
quality analysis must fall back upon evaluation of the energy distribution in the
spectrum.

Input level indications within each subcarrier channel are available in each discriminator.
These meter the total energy level after channel separation filtering and thus represent
total signal plus noise in the individual channel space. Generally, if the signal level is
above some threshold level, there is enough signal for good limiting and relatively good
data.

Signal-to-Noise Evaluation    In general in an FM/FM system, when signal level drops,
the energy level of noise within the channel space increases. Thus, the metering of
energy level within a subchannel space will not indicate a very sharp division between
signal and noise.

The combiners use noise in the spectrum above the highest frequency data channel and
assume it to represent the total relative signal-to-noise ratio in a single RF channel.
These combiners work well and this proves that the assumption is good. However, they
need only a relative comparison of noise to control the degree of combining.



At this time, no information has been found which indicates that noise spectrum level
has been correlated directly with RMS error level in a data channel. Certainly some
degree of correlation exists. Actually, considering pre-emphasis and other reasons for
different energy levels in different channels, the total noise level in a sample spectrum
alone would need to be compared against the energy level in individual channels to give
a very good direct indication of RMS errors in a given channel. This will require a
separate comparison for each data channel; however, it is the only technique which has
been found which might be a direct indication of usability of individual FM/FM data
channels.

The next best indicator would be the total signal-to-noise indicator. Here, a 45 or 100 Kc
high-pass filter and metering circuit could indicate the noise in the spectrum space above
the data spectrum. Actually, a ratio indication of the energy in the data space to the
energy in the noise sample spectrum would provide a little more sharply defined general
quality indication, but it must be remembered that, in general, this would not allow
definition of a single channel dropout or spillover condition.

PAM and PDM Decommutation    When considering quality of the data being received
through any time multiplex technique, the most important question is: Is the system in
time synchronization? If not in sync, the channels of information do not arrive at the
proper output terminals, but are displaced. Thus out of sync indications provide rather
obvious indication of unusable data. Unfortunately, at Telemetry Building #2 at AFETR
older Parson & Arnoux decommutators are still used almost exclusively, and neither
system has good and reliable means of automatic synchronization or display which is
typical of the PCM decommutation stations. In this instance other means such as
monitoring the reference channels must be relied upon to attempt to define when the
systems are out of sync.

The zero and full-scale reference levels offer another means of determining average
RMS error in data samples. They are inserted in the test vehicle as fixed voltages and
used normally to correct the zero offset and gain of the decommutation equipment.

They are expected to “drift” to some extent due to gain drifts in system components.
However, this rate of drift will generally be at very low frequencies compared to the
frequency component developed in the pulse train due to noise. If one or both of the zero
and full-scale reference channels are processed through the decommutator in the same
manner as other normal data channels, then a very low frequency AC voltmeter
connected to these outputs could indicate when noise produces variations in these
reference levels at frequencies higher than the expected drift. Its reading can be
calibrated in percent of full-scale variation. When noise perturbs the serial pulse train it
is as likely to distort the reference channels as the data channels. This then gives a fairly
reliable direct indication of expected percent error on other data channels.



Actually this same technique can be used to monitor any channel of any type telemetry
multiplex system which is expected to be carrying essentially static data. Frequently
telemetry links carry one or more signals which are on-off functions, expected to change
only once or a few times in a test. If these are monitored and the sudden large reading
ignored when the function actually does change, the rest of the time the resulting percent
(%) error reading will be valid.

PCM Telemetry Systems    As a result of the extreme reliability and rapid operation of
pattern synchronization equipment in modern PCM systems an out-of-sync condition is
indicated whenever it is virtually certain that data is useless. When actually out-of-sync,
data channels are displaced in time sending wrong data into output channels. Thus, an
out-of-sync indication is a positive indication of poor data condition.

On the other hand, an in-sync indication is not necessarily an indication of good data.
The parameter chosen in the design of the pattern sync systems were specifically chosen
to insure a high degree of reliability of maintaining pattern sync even when the bit error
rate is in the range of 1 in 10 bits.

At this error rate, an average of only 37.87% of 10-bit words would be error free. This
has been shown to represent an average RMS error of 20% in any data channel (Refer to
Reference 1).

The conclusions on usefulness of out-of-sync indicators is that an out-of-sync indication
uniquely defines unusable data but that an in-sync indication only defines a very
minimum level of usability.

Bit Error Rate    All PCM transmissions have built-in reference signals in the form of
the pattern synchronization information. All bits or pulses are of the same amplitude and
duration and so in general, noise will have a relatively random (equally probable) effect
on each bit. Thus, as long as the system is in bit synchronization (a local clock rate has
been regenerated), the probability of correctly identifying each bit properly is equal from
bit to bit. This says that the errors detected in the sync pattern are representative of the
error detected in the data bits. Most important, there already exists analysis of the
correlation between bit error rate and percentage RMS error in data words (as reported in
Reference 1). Therefore, if the average error rate is detected by sampling the individual
bit errors in the sync pattern, we have a direct average indication of data quality. The one
major reason why this philosophy is so strong and similar techniques used on PAM and
PDM are weaker is that the PCM sync patterns are so well fixed in the transmission,
where the zero and full-scale voltages and sync pulse in PAM and PDM are not so
accurately tied down in the transmitted signal.



Next, consider the techniques which might be used to extract and display the average bit
error rate. It must first be assumed that the PCM system is in synchronization. Counters
within the PCM decomm do predict each time a sync pattern whether word, frame or
subframe, should re-appear. The next job is to sample each individual bit in the sync
patterns to see if they are the proper polarity. If a bit is of proper polarity a sync trigger is
generated; if not, an error trigger is generated. The number of error triggers divided by
the number of total sync and error triggers is the bit error rate as an average over the time
of accumulation of the counts.

A problem arises in the attempt to display very low average error rates. Typical PCM
transmission might run at bit rates from 10 Kc to a megacycle. Sync bit might consist of
from near 1%. to over 10% of the total number of transmitted bits. At one extreme of a
megacycle bit rate and 10% devoted to sync, total sync bit sample rate might reach
100,000 per second. At another extreme, a 10 Kc bit rate and 1% devoted to sync, sync
bit sample rate would be 100 per second. In either case, when bit error rate is high, say
greater than one in a hundred, an averaging device will receive an input at the average
rate of one per second or better. However, at another extreme, if average bit error rate is
1 in 106, error triggers will occur on the average of one every 10 to 10,000 seconds.
Thus, since 10,000 seconds represents something close to three hours and no missile test,
or single station at least, will have data for near this length of time, information will not
be available to indicate an average in the range of 1 in 106. About all that can be done
then, is to display the number of sync triggers between error triggers. This can be done
with a simple interval counter which accumulates the sync triggers and is reset by any
error triggers.

A six-decade counter with one extra register can be translated to feed an indicator
register to indicate error rates of

more than 1 in 10
between 1 in 10 and 1 in 102

between 1 in 102 and 1 in 103

between 1 in 103 and 1 in 104

between 1 in 104 and 1 in 105

between 1 in 105 and 1 in 106

less than 1 in 106

If the indicator lights are fed direct from the counter at all times, the accumulating
magnitude of sync triggers between error trigger can be continuously displayed. If purely
visual monitoring were the only concern, this might be all right. However, if an alarm is
to be automatically set off by readings of error rates greater than 1 in 10X, then the alarm
would be triggered each time a single error dropped the count to zero. Thus, it might be
better to transfer and hold each display until a new error resets the counter. If each error
trigger transfers and stores the last accumulated count, and this is displayed until the next



error resets and stores, another problem arises. Suppose two errors occur with less than
10 sync triggers between. The display will be transferred to show more than 1 in 10
errors. Now, if another error does not occur for minutes, the displayed error rate will be
very high when the present data condition is actually very good.

It looks like the best idea might be to store a reading until the counter is reset again by an
error trigger OR until the next accumulated count exceeds the present display, and then
switch the display to follow the count as it accumulates.

A little insight into the value of the suggested error rate indication is represented in
Table I. This table lists the probability of one or more bit errors occurring in each
received data word for word lengths of 6, 8 and 10 bits length and at average bit error
rates of 0.5, 0.1, etc. through 0.000001. Thus, if 10-bit words are being received and the
error rate is one in 100 (.01) 9.56% of the samples contain errors. At an error rate of 1 in
1000, only one sample in a hundred contains an error, etc.

Parity Error Indications    Some PCM data transmission systems may provide a parity
check bit on each word or sample. When this is included, it involves one additional bit
per word which is of such polarity to make the total number of “1” bits per word odd (or
even). Actually, a single parity bit is but one step in the direction of error detecting or
correcting codes which contain greater than one bit per word redundancy and can not
only detect errors but correct for some errors. A single parity bit can only indicate when
one (or any odd number of) errors are made in a data word.

When parity is transmitted with each data sample, PCM equipments can check the parity
and provide indication of error. This indication can be gated out with channel
identification pulses and sent direct with an individual information channel to a user. If
this is done, the user might display parity error pulses for each channel and each sample
within a channel.

Next, what is the value of a parity check? If the system is not in sync, or if it is in sync
and appreciable noise contributes many errors, parity will still check correct on an
average of half the words. But if in sync and the noise error rate is relatively small, the
parity check is quite meaningful. For example, Table II lists the probability of 0 through
10 errors in the detection and regeneration of a nine-bit word plus a parity bit, for
average input error rates of 50%, 10%, and 1%. The corresponding probabilities of
properly detecting a word without any error are .00098, .34867, and .90438. However,
any even number of errors will still produce an apparent valid parity indication. Thus,
summing the probabilities for all even number of errors produces the probability of a
valid parity indication. For bit error rates of 0.5, 0.1 and 0.01 respectively, the
probability of a valid parity indication is 0.5, 0.55368 and 0.90853. The column marked
Parity Check Error is the sum of the probabilities of even errors other than zero, and



represents the total probability of an apparent valid parity indication which is really
false. Finally, the percent of parity checks which are incorrect is found by dividing the
false parity indications by the parity checks. Thus, if the system where actually in sync
and the error rate were 50% (negligible probability of this), 50% of the parity checks
would indicate valid words but 49.902% of these checks would be wrong. At 10% bit
error rate, 55.37% of the samples would indicate valid parity, and 20.50% would be
erroneous. This says 37.02% of the parity checks would actually be in error.

Now consider a 1% bit error rate. Here, only 0.4% of the samples which received a valid
parity check would actually contain errors. Thus where 90.4380% of the data points are
actually good, 9.56% are bad. Of the 9.56% bad samples, only                       or 4.2% are
not identified as bad points by the parity error indicator.

Thus, at bit error rates in the range of 0.01 or less the parity check of each individual
channel becomes a reliable indicator of individual sample errors, but this indication
becomes unreliable at higher error rates.

Classification of Data Quality Indicators    Some of the signals and “quality
indicators” discussed up to this point will be referred to as Threshold Indicators.
Threshold Indicators will provide a unique No or Yes indication that data is usable or
unusable. For example, in time multiplex systems, a No sync indication represents a
virtual certainty that data is worthless. Yet, on the other hand, an in-sync indication is
not necessarily an indication of usable data.

To a large extent most of the parameters can be monitored with a threshold device whose
output will be a unique indication of No usable data. This might apply to receiver signal
strength if a single RF link is used (not sent through a combiner), too much noise in
noise spectrum out of a combiner, no signal strength into a discriminator, etc.

Assuming no malfunction beyond the point of assessment, similar threshold adjustable
indications might be made to obtain a Unique-Yes (data is good) indication. These will,
in general, be less prevalent than Unique-No indications. If the ratio of signal in a
subcarrier channel tc noise in a noise sample in an FM/FM composite is very high, it
might be interpreted that output data will be good.

There is one parameter which can define Unique Yes or No. This is individual sample
parity error check. Here, if the error rate is below 1 in 100 the parity check is a virtual
certain Unique Yes-No quality indicator.

Reference Derived Quality Indications    Quality indications in this class are those
which can to a great degree be continuously and uniquely calibrated in terms of data
quality level. This is possible because the data contains reference signals. Quality



indicators in this class are Bit Error Rate in PCM and channel error rate in PAM and
PDM derived from 0 and full-scale reference signals.

If a reference signal were transmitted in one FM/FM subcarrier channel it would be
possible to use techniques similar to those suggested for channel error rate detection
from the 0 and full-scale signals to obtain reference derived quality indications from an
FM/FM composite.

Gross Quality Indicators    Most of the quality indicators not associated directly with
the final decommutator fall into this class. In general, the information on quality they
might impart is not necessarily unique, or if a direct correlation exists at all, it is a loose
relationship and quite nonlinear.

About the best quality indicator in this class might be the signal-to-noise ratio of an
individual FM/FM subcarrier channel as derived by the ratio of the channel input energy
to the energy in a noise sample spectrum. Above some level, this S/N ratio will produce
good data. Below some level, the data will be completely useless. In some probably very
small range in the middle, a loose calibration of probable RMS channel errors Vs. S/N
ratio might be possible.

Other gross quality indicators include receiver signal strength, video signal level and
overall video S/N ratio.

General Usefulness of Various Classes of Indicators    The Unique No-Yes types
provide one discrete division between possibly usable levels of information. Out of sync
for example says the ground equipment can not tell one time multiplex channel from
another and thus is not/sending channels to the proper outputs. This indication is so final
that it does not even need to be compared to any other indicator to reach this conclusion.

Some other threshold indicators provide definite knowledge that a signal is good if
certain other things are also good. An example of this is 7ndividual channel parity
checks. If the system is in sync and if the bit error rate is less than 1 in a 100 the parity
check will be valid 99.6% of the time and when correct will uniquely indicate that a
sample is correct or not.

Reference Derived Quality Indicators provide the most accurate information about
general data quality. They are possible because the transmission contains certain
predictable reference signals. Average variation of these signals when received to a great
degree are a direct indication of average errors in other data channels. Also these
indicators provide a continuous nondiscrete, nonthreshold scale of indication from very
poor to very good conditions. Since they are derived from decomm channel outputs they
are evaluated in the system about as close to final form as is reasonable.



The Reference Derived Quality Indicators are so unique in defining quality that they can
actually stand alone in most cases as quality indicators. In a very short time (effectively
instantaneously in comparison with human response) bit error rate display will fall back
to more than 1 error in 10 (actually 50% errors) when signal strength or synchronization
is lost. Thus it is quite obvious that when these type indicators are available, an
unattended and completely automatic data quality analysis and indication system is
practical. No human input is needed to help interpret the results.

Unfortunately, a Reference Derived Quality Indicator has not been found in typical
frequency division multiplex systems, although it would be simple to provide one in the
standard IRIG configuration in the form of a reference subcarrier channel between 14.5
and 22 kilocycle subcarriers. This space was reserved for speed compensation tone to be
placed with the composite signal on magnetic tape recorders.

If a prespecified reference modulated subcarrier was inserted in the test vehicle it could
be used to monitor the quality of reception of at least that individual channel and would
be the most representative indication of overall FM/FM reception quality. This, however,
is academic since IRIG standards would need to be changed and all test vehicles required
to carry the additional subcarrier oscillator and reference generator.

Finally, what is the usefulness of the Gross Quality Indicators? Actually, they do not
contribute very specific and well defined information, although the degree of information
imparted varies from one to another. For example, individual receiver signal strength is
meaningless when the output of more than one receiver is put into a combiner.

The best of the indicators defined as Gross Quality Indicators are the signal-to-noise
indicators in an FM/FM composite. Actually these do not define particularly unique
information and would not receive much attention if signals analogous to
synchronization status and channel error rate in Time Division Systems were available.
However, since other references are not available, SIN ratios must be relied upon for
what information they do provide. They are at least a little better than other available
Gross Quality Indicators elsewhere in the FM/FM collection system.

Conclusions    The one prime object of this study was to see if a meaningful automatic
data quality analysis could be made of data transmitted using any of the common
telemetry multiplexing techniques. Of course the answer is a function of interpretation of
the word meaningful. Actually it has been found that, in general, all time multiplex
telemetry signals can be evaluated to reliably define existence of synchronization. In
addition the sync information and/or other reference parameters can in general be
analyzed to provide extremely good short term average data quality information. This
quality information is directly representative of the average errors occurring in data
channels.



The conclusions relating to frequency multiplex systems are not nearly so good. Standard
FM/FM signals do not contain any sort of reference signals which can be analyzed to
uniquely and accurately determine probable channel errors. Thus about all that can be
done is to use signal-to-noise ratio of the video composite to estimate approximate
quality. The word estimate is used because it will be quite difficult to obtain a firm
correlation between signal-to-noise and data quality.

Another interesting conclusion is drawn from this study. Although many varied signals
are available from the various equipments in a data collection facility from antennas to
decommutation equipment, few of these signals contain, or can be operated on in a
reasonable manner to supply usable quality information. In any system of telemetry,
there are a few indications available from signals very nearly in their final decommutated
form which can in themselves be analyzed to provide about all the quality information
available from the system. Other signals elsewhere in the system provide much less
directly usable information, and changes in these other signals will be rapidly and
uniquely reflected in the one or a few major quality indicators.
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Table I
Bit Error Rate Vs. Sample Error Rate



Table II
Parity Error Probability

Fig. 1 - Typical Telemetry Equipment Configuration




